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Incomings Edition

The virtual office is designed to help all those
who want to inform about mobility and are
not able to to come to the Office of the
International Relations. 
Gather Town is a software application for
web conferencing with the ability to watch
virtual "rooms" in which participants are
located, and
the ability to move and interact with others
participants based on room locations.
Students will be able to apply via the link for
application located on the website:
www.iro.unmo.ba. The link will be shared as
well
via the Instagram profile of the Office for
international relations.

Virtual office 
by IROUNMOVIRTUAL OFFICE 
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My name is Alicia Martinez and I am from Spain, a student from the University of Almeria.

The choice of my Erasmus city was totally accidental. I had been thinking for some time

about the Erasmus experience, to do it during the third year of my studies, in 2021. So, me

being a well-organized person, I decided to first visit the International relations office at

my university. They proposed me to do the exchange for the second semester of this same

year. It's not what I had in mind but... Why not?

They showed me destinations I could go to. And there I saw it... That enchanting place,

with an antique style that made you transport yourself instantly to the old Yugoslavia, a

long river crossing the city, the famous Old Bridge, and a lot of nature around (and I love

nature!) So, without thinking about it for a second, I said: I WILL DO IT AND THIS IS MY

DESTINATION! I started to investigate more about the city, its past, its most emblematic

places, and its culture. I knew I was getting into a completely different adventure than

what I am used to.

As it was a spontaneous and last-minute decision, I didn't have much time for the

preparations as usual but, the UNMO buddies and some Erasmus students who were there

years before helped me with EVERYTHING I needed and even more (accommodation, better

connections to get there, mobile internet, banks, etc). I'm using this opportunity here,

again, to thank you and ask for forgiveness for being so annoying with so many questions.

Alicia Martinez - her experience of being and
exchange student at "Dzemal Bijedic"
University of Mostar By IROUNMO
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When I arrived in Mostar, I was lucky to

have Erasmus students who were there the

first semester and still had not returned to

their countries, so they helped me with

the adaptation to the city. I also had the

opportunity to meet the great ESN team.

As it is not a very famous destination

among the Erasmus community, there

were very few Erasmus people, so that

helped us to interact more with the locals

(a really great idea). The residents of the

city of Mostar are the nicest people I

know. They are all friendly and helpful.

They taught me their culture, their

traditions, and their past. Getting to know

all this has been one of the things I value

most about my stay in Mostar. 

When the quarantine was over, and the city

was slowly returning to a normal situation,

it was spring (my favorite season) and

Mostar seemed like a fairy tale. The

mountains dressed in green, the Old t+Town

full of colorful flowers, around the river

abundant of trees.

I was able to make plans again with my

friends, swim in the cold river, spend the

afternoons drinking the delicious Bosnian

coffee, visit the small villages around, spend

the night close to the river, enjoy the live

Bosnian music, visit the stunning waterfalls,

climb to the hill and admire the magic of the

night and thousands of other wonderful

escapades.

Without a doubt, my Erasmus at the UNMO

was a great decision and even though

COVID-19 happened, I came back to Spain

with special people in my heart, magical

landscapes, and incredible experiences.

I know that my story in Bosnia and

Herzegovina is not over yet!



Agriculture 

Healthcare 

Education

Entertainment

Foodservice

Security

National Technology Day on January 6th

recognizes how technology changes the world

and looks to the future of technology. Each year,

from the wheel to smartphones, the day honors

technological achievements that impact our

daily lives.

Imagine the world without technology. In

our daily lives, we can’t take a step without

coming into contact with a form of it. Yet,

the world is abuzz with technology!

Outside of the healthcare sector, tech jobs

are among the strongest and fastest-

growing divisions. And let’s face it,

technology is at the center of most jobs

these days. Some of the may places we

encounter technology include:

Telephone – Since the first “hello” traveled

across a wire, telephones have kept us

connected. Wires? Who needs wires today?

Email – Email is still relevant today. Beyond

the spam, businesses rely on email to

communicate with their employees and

patrons. In addition, emails keep us

connected to loved ones who don’t quite

love the latest technologies.

Video – Video meetings have revolutionized

how we stay connected. We keep in touch

with family, attend school, speak to our

doctors, and conduct business, all from a

distance. 

Text – Whether it’s a quick, short message,

or a long conversation, text messages easily

keep us connected.

Letter – Yes. People still write letters.

Whether typed or written with old-

fashioned technology like pen and paper,

the letter still gets a message across.

Website – This technology produces a

variety of messages. It’s a vehicle for ideas,

news, and business. 

RAnother area where technology thrives is in

the area of communications. We use various

tools to communicate with people, and we use

these tools a lot! Consider all the ways we

convey a message in today’s world.

NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DAY
By IROUNMO
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The action of donating packages was organized on December 30. 2021 in the premises of the center of Los

Rosales. In addition to the action of donating packages, the students used the opportunity to volunteer

and spend one day hanging out with the residents of the Los Rosales center. This action aims to make the

children of the center happy and thus establish cooperation with the Los Rosales center so that they can

make some joint projects together soon.

Humanitarian action "Los Rosales"
 By IROUNMO
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On the occasion of the New Year's holidays, the Association of Health Care Students, "Dzemal Bijedic"

University of Mostar, headed by the president of the association Dalila Bajrić and members: Sajra

Tufek, Adna Golić, Dalida Žugor, Murisa Latić, Mubera Begluk, Nadina Ačkar, Ema Jakirović, and Sara

Kulak, came up with the idea of   organizing and implementing a project of donating packages for the

residents of the Los Rosales center.

The Center for Children and Youth with Special Needs has 70 children of preschool and school-age,

while the total number of wards of this center is over 130.

 



TACEESM aims to improve quality of higher education in partner countries in the field of
architecture and civil engineering and enhance its relevance for the labour market needs and
in accordance with European growth and development strategies.

More specifically, the project objectives are:
1. To increase capacity building for study in architecture and civil engineering offered both in
English and in local languages at BSc and MSc levels
2. To develop, accredit and implement new courses in architecture and civil engineering at the
BSc and MSc levels according to Bologna requirements by the end of the project
3. To develop innovative academic environment for architecture and civil engineering
programs throughout the cooperation with industry.

UNMO Projects
By IROUNMO
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The Sports Logos
 By IROUNMO
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The Sports Logos is a scientific journal of sports and education issued by the Faculty of
Education - Department of Sport and Health in Mostar. The first issue of the journal was
published in 2002 and is intended for anyone wishing to publish their own achievements in
the field of kinesiology as science and related sciences. It comes out twice a year, with 2017
all the papers being published in English. The journal is indexed into EBSCOHost, INDEX
COPERNICUS and COBISS.BH databases

Youth Day is a holiday dedicated to the youths of a country.

It´s first uprising was in Soweto where no new high schools were built between 1961 and 1972.

Youth Day recalls the day in 1962 when young people were killed during the independence

movement. The day celebrates young people and their contribution to development. It

recognizes that the young people are the future leaders and must be treated as such.

It was initially known as Soweto Day among the supporters of the ANC, but was officially made a

public holiday after Nelson Mandela became president in 1994.

Youth Day
 By IROUNMO

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth
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ISPITNI ROK -  EXAM PERIOD
POLOŽITI ISPIT-  PASS THE EXAM
PASTI ISPIT -  FAIL AN EXAM

BOSNIAN DICTIONARY
FAKULTET-  FACULTY
ISPIT  -  EXAM
PARCIJALNI ISPIT  -  PARTIAL EXAM
OCJENA  -  MARK
UNIVERZITET -  UNIVERSITY

IROMAG TEAM
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LEJLA ŠKALJIĆ
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